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With Moon Power, women can connect with the primal, feminine lunar power.There was a time

when the feminine and her guiding light, the Moon, were all-powerful. Men were seen primarily as

consorts to the Great Goddess, as embodied in every woman. In these peaceful, agrarian societies,

primal feminine powers - intuition, emotion, sexuality, creation, communion with nature - were

honored. And the moon, which waxed and waned in predictable cycles, was a symbol for the birth,

growth, death, and renewal of life on Earth.Moon Power&#39;s 12 chapters each represents a

moon sign. The introduction describes what&#39;s meant by Moon Power, provides some history

about ancient moon worship, and explains why it went underground. The basics of moon phases

and the meaning of new and full moons are explained. Simple rituals for connecting with the power

of the moon are included.The book offers guidance on working with each sign as the moon passes

through it (i.e. when the moon is in Aries, take assertive action, but watch impulsivity). Each chapter

includes a profile of a powerful woman who typifies her lunar sign (Angelina Jolie, Aries Moon;

Malala Yousafzai, Libra Moon). A Goddess and Power Animal for each moon sign and activities and

rituals for connecting with their energy during certain moon phases are also provided.Moon Power

will inspire women to recognize and develop their lunar nature. It will show them how, through

reflection, ritual, and purposeful action, to understand their emotional nature and inner selves more

deeply.
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Simone Butler has been a professional astrologer for over 30 years and is a columnist for

Mooncircles.com, a popular astrology site dedicated to cycles of the moon. She also writes for her

personal site, AstroAlchemy. In addition to a worldwide consulting practice on astrology and Astro

Feng Shui, Simone teaches classes and writes for The Mountain Astrologer. She also wrote

forecasts for the Starscroll for many years.

I love Simone Butler, and this just sent me over the Moon! What an amazing and useful book! It is

full of great information and ideas to celebrate the wonderful comings and goings of the moon and

all its influences! A long awaited addition to my monthly moon processing. Thank you Simone, you

have done it again!

I have worked with Simone now for several years and her insightful and spot on insights into the

dynamics that are working within me are sensitive and informative. The same is true for her new

book Moon Power. I love the various sections on each moon sign and the depth and thought that

she has given to this book. It is wonderful reading to better understand one's self as well and friends

and family. I think this book is very timely as we are all processing new ways of being and having

this information makes the journey so much easier. Well done and congrats Simone!

Oscar Wilde once said, "With freedom, books, flowers and the moon, who could not be happy?"

Simone Butler has masterfully illuminated the mystery and the magic of Moon Power. I for one, am

happy. Thank you. Joan K.

This is such a wonderful book! I highly recommend it for every goddess!

Ok

Ive just recently started looking in to things like this because i feel like there is so much more and

this book helped me learn so much about myself and pull some things in to the light! I will be

ordering a hard copy as soon as i get home to add to my library.

Simone Butler is a wise, insightful soul and this book will prove a classic. She is a gift to the world of

astrology-breaking down the details into relevant, articulate signals to glean from. Fascinating.



Absolutely gorgeous book by one of my favorite astrologers. Beautifully written and designed. This

is a must have for anyone interested in astrology.
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